The information displayed is sourced from the Ukrainian Authorities, which has been summarised and aggregate in order to compile key guidance and information regarding generators, in light of the winterization and energy-provision support efforts undertaken by the humanitarian community.

GENERATOR IMPORTATION

Generators imported as humanitarian aid are exempted from importation tax and VAT, and can be imported through simplified customs procedures by submitting the humanitarian aid declaration form.

GENERATOR USAGE

The State Emergency Service of Ukraine issued recommendations on generators usage.

Requirements for the installation can be found in the Generators Fire Safety Rules and Regulations (issued by the Ukraine Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry).

Requirement for the air pollution emissions permit to operate generators, is suspended (into effect 3 January 2023).

The Environmental tax for atmospheric emissions is suspended for generators which according to Ukrainian customs tariff 8502 are classified as non-stationary sources of pollution (into effect 3 January 2023).

When storing less than 2,000 litres of fuel exclusively for generator refuelling, no licence is required. When storing more than 2,000 litres of fuel for generators, a declaration is to be submitted to the Tax Service (into effect 3 January 2023).